
Ok we love New York... in fact it's our top selling

destination! 

Here is our top 10 tip's when visiting the Big

Apple!

1. River cruises are a great way to see the

Manhattan skyline but they can be pricey.

Some cheaper alternatives are to head to the

Brooklyn Bridge for a photo op or walk over

Manhattan Bridge to DUMBO then take a

water taxi for $2.50pp up the East River which

calls at Long Island before finishing on 1st

Avenue in Manhattan. 

2. Christmas Light Switch at the Rockerfella

Centre is 1st December!  Make a point of

seeing the biggest Christmas tree in NYC, this

is the event of the year for many New York

Visitors.

3. Ok, we know Times Square is iconic.... and it

really is awesome but we don't recommend

staying in Times Square and we will tell you for

why. Food is pretty bleugh in Times Square it's

either mass produced bluh or UBER EXPENSIVE

(I mean $60 for a breakfast is just ridic). We

recommend Mid-Town, there are some

amazing places to eat. Everything from Greek,

Italian, South American, Sports Bars, Drag

Bars. It's the place to be to meet proper "New

Yoikers". 
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4. Down Town Manhattan is now a hugely

eclectic area and not the gun, crime riddled

place it used to be. Now designer shops sit side

by side local independent business and has a

lovely, almost village, feel to it. 

5. You can not go to New York without doing a

visit to Magnolia Bakery have a few in New York

in Grand Central Station & Rockerfella Centre,

but Bleeker Street is our fave. The Banana

Pudding is just omg delicious. During holiday

periods they bring out different flavour

variations (I once bought three different tubs..

not gonna lie..... gone in a few hours but awwww

just yummy)

6. We know the Empire State building is a must,

but we always recommend the Rockerfella

Centre. The balcony is glass and you get that

amazing rooftop, skyline view of Manhattan

WITH the Empire State Building in the picture...

Win Win. 
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7. There is loads of great diners tucked around

Mid-Town. Get your super eggs, bacon,

pancakes, grits, potato and you will go all day

long. 

8. The High Line is an absolute must! Start at the

Chelsea entrance and walk down to Greenwich

and then get yaself a Banana Pudding at

Bleeker Street! 

9. If you want to take a show and don't care

which one you see you can get "rush tickets" in

New York. There is a ticket office in Times

Square but it is manic! Everyone goes there, but

there is a quieter one by Grand Central Station

where you can get tickets without the

ENORMOUS queues! 

10. In the winter months ice-Skating at the

Rockerfella Centre is B-U-S-Y, Central Park is

much quieter.
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